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EDUCATION

Duke University, Fuqua School of Business, 
Ph.D., 2003

Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, 
M.B.A., 1990

University of Oxford, Mathematics,  
B.S., 1986

TOPICS

Behavioral Finance: How our innate 
psychological biases negatively impact  

our investment decisions

100 years of macroeconomic history: Where 
have we been, and where are we now?

The recent credit crisis: Does history  
always repeat itself?

LINKS

people.duke.edu/~ebr4/erasiel.htm

econ.duke.edu/DukeinNY

econ.duke.edu/dfe

bit.ly/duke-london-finance

Whether it is the complexities of the credit crisis, the risk-taking behavior

of the terminally ill, or the reasons for the lack of development of a new,

more effective tuberculosis drug, Emma Rasiel can explain it all. Rasiel’s

special areas of interest are behavioral finance and economics and her

work explores the social, psychological, and economic considerations

that go into decision-making processes, large and small, that impact

us all.

Rasiel, a Professor of the Practice in Economics, was named

one of four great university instructors by Newsweek magazine in 2009,

and she has twice received the Best Elective Teaching Award at the

Fuqua School of Business. Before coming to Duke as a PhD candidate at

the Fuqua School of Business, she traded bond options as an Executive

Director in the London office of the investment bank, Goldman Sachs.

At Duke, Dr. Rasiel is the teaching director of the Duke Financial 

Economics Center(DFE), which arranges extra-curricular financial 

education activities for students interested in finance careers, in 

conjunction with Duke’s Career Center and several corporate sponsors. 

She is the faculty director for the Duke in New York: Financial Markets 

and Institutions, and the Duke in ondon: Finance programs. She is also 

the director of admissions for the Master’s program in Economics for the 

Graduate School at Duke.

BIOGRAPHY

To request a Faculty Fellow speaker for your region,  
please contact Jennifer Chambers, Director of Alumni Education,  

at jennifer.chambers@daa.duke.edu or (919) 681-6216.

[ Faculty Fellow through December 2017 ]


